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Abstract

The optimal viewing position phenomenon discovered by O'Regan et al. (1984)

is characterized by a minimization of gaze duration on a word and maximization

of word recognition rates when the eye �xates a word near its center. Subsequent

studies (Holmes and O'Regan (1987), O'Regan and L�evy-Schoen (1987)) have shown

that lexical structure can a�ect the location of the optimal viewing position. In this
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paper we show that the optimal viewing position is near to the position which

minimizes word ambiguity arising from incomplete recognition of the letters in the

word. This conclusion is supported by a statistical analysis based on inter-letter

correlations in English and French word corpuses.
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1 Introduction

O'Regan and coworkers (O'Regan et al. 1984, O'Regan and L�evy-Schoen 1987)

discovered that there is an optimal position for the initial �xation on a word

while reading. They found that the probability of re�xation on the word as

well as the gaze duration (the total time spent with the eye on a word) were

minimized when the �rst �xation position of the eye on a word was near

the center of the word. In addition, they observed that the probability of

recognizing a briey displayed word was greatest when the eye was �xated

at this optimal position and decreased on either side of this point. Although

the initial studies of O'Regan et al. involved situations where the word to be

recognized was the �rst in a sequence of words, subsequent studies (McConkie

et al. (1989), Vitu et al. (1990)) concentrating on recognizing words embedded

in texts show that there is an optimal viewpoint in more general reading

? Supported by the NISSAN Cambridge Basic Research Center
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contexts. The e�ect is greatly reduced, however, for words in text as compared

with words in isolation. In all studies, however, the location of the optimal

viewpoint, though always near the center, varied somewhat depending on the

situation (isolated words, reading) and on the response measure used (lexical

decision, recognition probablity, �xation duration, re�xation probability, etc.).

The most obvious possibility to explain the optimal viewing position e�ect is

related to acuity limitations: because the acuity of the eye drops o� dramat-

ically on either side of the �xation point, even within the fovea (Levi, Klein

and Aitsebaomo, 1985; Olzak and Thomas, 1986; Nazir, Heller and Sussman,

1992), it might be best to place the eye in such a way as to maximize the num-

ber of letters that are viewed with high acuity. Clearly, from considerations

of symmetry, and as pointed out by O'Regan (1989), McConkie et al. (1988)

and Nazir, O'Regan and Jacobs (1991), this hypothesis would predict that the

optimal viewing position would be at the middle of the word. However, exam-

ination of the available literature suggests that the optimal viewing position

may be asymmetrically placed, slightly left of the middle of words (O'Regan

et al. 1984; Holmes and O'Regan, 1987; Brysbaert and d'Ydewalle, 1988; Vitu,

O'Regan and Mittau, 1990; O'Regan and Jacobs, 1992; Vitu, 1993; Radach,

1993; Nazir, 1993; Farid and Grainger, 1996; Nazir, Jacobs and O'Regan,

in press). Several mechanisms could contribute to this asymmetry: left/right

di�erences in visual acuity (Nazir, 1991), hemispheric di�erences, perceptual

learning (Nazir, 1993; Nazir, Jacobs and O'Regan, in press), lexical access
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strategies, and orthographic constraints.

It is di�cult to tease apart the contributions of these di�erent mechanisms

without an explicit model of the processes underlying the optimal viewing

position e�ect. As a step towards understanding these, the present paper in-

vestigates the contribution of one of the mechanisms, namely orthographic

constraints. Orthographic constraints refer to the information contained in

the letters of the word that have been identi�ed. We make a simple assump-

tion about what letters are recognized when the observer �xates at di�erent

positions in a word. Then we calculate an \ambiguity measure" which esti-

mates how many words in the dictionary are compatible with the information

available from a �xation at each possible �xation location in the word.

An interesting result transpires from our analysis: orthographic constraints are

much stronger than expected, so much so that not only do they explain the

asymmetry in the optimal viewing position curves, but they could actually

by themselves explain the main component of the optimal viewing position

e�ect, that is, the U-shaped dependence of recognition on �xation point. In

other words, though previously the main possible mechanism underlying the

optimal viewing position e�ect had been considered to be acuity drop o�

within the fovea and parafovea, the present results suggest that lexical con-

straints may actually su�ce, or at least play an important role. The point is

that under a pure \acuity" view, what determines the optimal viewing posi-

tion is mainly the number of letters seen with high acuity. What our results
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show is that, in fact, it is not so much the number of letters, but rather the

orthographic constraints imposed by which particular few letters of a word are

directly �xated, and this may be mainly what determines the optimal viewing

position e�ect. Further examinations of the e�ects predicted purely on the

basis of orthographic constraints, in particular in regard to word length and

word frequency, suggest that additional lexical access mechanisms at a more

cognitive level must probably also be invoked.

It should be emphasized that our model is concerned with the ambiguity

of the visual information regarding word identity that is presented to the

recognition process at a given �xation. It says nothing about whether oculo-

motor processes actually move the eye to �xate at locations which minimize

the ambiguity. A model which does this, using a entropy minimization analysis

similar to the one given here, has been proposed by Legge et al (Legge 1997).

Their system, called \Mr. Chips" does tend to generate �xation locations that

minimize the uncertainty (or ambiguity) regarding the current word.

2 Estimating visual information: an approximation

Townsend, Taylor and Brown, (1971) showed that when the eye �xates a

string of letters, the letter at the �xation location can be seen with near 100%

accuracy, but the letters on either side of this location will be seen less well and

will be confused with other letters. The set of confusible letters will depend
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on the exact type font and on the letter spacing and size, the other nearby

letters, and the eccentricity of the letter (cf. Bouma (1970) who has estimated

such confusion matrices). As we move further away from the �xated letter, the

number of confusible letters increases. The end letters of words, however, will

actually be seen better than letters that are inside the word. This is due to

the phenomenon of \lateral masking", well known in the literature on letter

and word perception.

In this paper we use an extreme simpli�cation of the visual information gath-

ering process, which we assume will give us an upper bound on the ambiguity;

instead of attempting to tabulate all the letters that are confused with a given

letter, we simply assume that the two letters that are nearest the �xation

point can be seen correctly, but that all the other letters cannot be seen. An

exception is made for the end letters of words which, because they are less

subject to lateral masking, are assumed again to be seen perfectly. We expect

that the use of this simpli�cation will provide an upper bound to the ambigu-

ity measure at each �xation location, since presumably in real reading more

can be seen than just two letters and the end letters of words. We shall show

however that even with this small amount of visual information, orthographic

constraints are exceedingly strong! Furthermore, we shall see that the ambi-

guity depends on �xation location in a way which strongly resembles what is

found for the optimal viewing position e�ect, thereby suggesting ambiguity as

a possible mechanism underlying this e�ect.
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3 The ambiguity measure

We wish to know, on average, how many words in the lexicon are compati-

ble with the information that is obtained, using our simpli�ed end-plus-two-

interior-letter sampling scheme described above, when the eye �xates at dif-

ferent locations in a word. Suppose we consider the word \scattered", and

assume that the eye is �xating beween the 3rd and 4th letters (i.e. between

the a and the �rst t). Our sampling scheme thus assumes that what we ob-

serve is the pattern \s*at****d", where the *'s indicate letters that are not

recognized. We can then ask, how many words in the lexicon are compati-

ble with this pattern? A search shows that only the following three length 9

words in the Kucera and Francis corpus (Kucera and Francis, 1967) match

this particular pattern: \scattered (27), spattered (2) and stationed (5)" (the

quantities in parentheses are the relative frequency of occurence of the words

in occurences per million words). Note that this corpus does not include such

words as \shattered" and \statehood" which are also pattern matches and

valid English words. We can repeat the search for pattern matches for all pat-

terns of the form \x1 �x2x3 � � � �x4". We can then compute the average, over

all possible such patterns, of the number of pattern matches in a given corpus.

This quantity is what we will refer to as the (unweighted) ambiguity measure

(in this case for a �xation position of 3.5 with words of length 9). Appendix

I gives details on how this ambiguity measure is calculated. An additional

example of the dependence of word ambiguity with viewing position is given
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in �gure 1.

***FIGURE 1 GOES HERE***

4 Statistical analyses of pattern ambiguity in English and French

language wordlists

We studied our ambiguity measure for three di�erent English language word

corpuses and a French word corpus. These were the Webster's dictionary

(210,680 words), the ispell dictionary (34,828 words), the Kucera and Francis

(1967) word list (20,297 words), and the Tr�esor de la Langue Fran�caise (1971)

(59,883 words). Words shorter than 5 letters, hyphenated words and words

containing apostrophes were removed from these lists before the analysis was

carried out. The Webster's word list is extensive and contains a large number

of low frequency words, that is, words which are seldom encountered by read-

ers. The ispell wordlist is that used by the ispell spelling checking program

found on many Unix based computers. This wordlist contains a much higher

proportion of high frequency words than the Webster's wordlist. The Kucera

and Francis and the Tr�esor de la Langue Fran�caise wordlists have the advan-

tage of also including relative frequencies (occurrences per million words) for

each of the words. For analyses carried out with these wordlists we are able to

use the relative word frequency information to compute a weighted ambiguity

measure.
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***FIGURE 2 GOES HERE***

***FIGURE 3 GOES HERE***

***FIGURE 4 GOES HERE***

***FIGURE 5 GOES HERE***

The results of the statistical analyses on the four wordlists are displayed in

�gures 2 through 5. The curves all have the same characteristic convex bowl

shape, irrespective of the word length, the wordlist used, and the frequency of

the words in the wordlists. For each curve there is a clearly de�ned minimum.

Note the surprising fact that, even for the very large Webster's wordlist, the

average ambiguity near the word centers was less than 2.0 interpretations per

pattern. This was true even for words of 11 letters. This low level of ambiguity

indicates that knowledge of an interior letter pair, if optimally located, along

with knowledge of the word length and the �rst and last letters of a word pro-

vide powerful constraints on the identity of the word. Contextual constraints

from neighboring words presumably reduce this ambiguity level even further.

***FIGURE 6 GOES HERE***

The location of the �xation that results in the minimum ambiguity as a func-

tion of word length is plotted in �gure 6. This location was determined via

interpolation by �tting a parabola to the curves and computing the minimum

of the parabola. The location of the minimum closely tracks a position half a
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letter to the left of the center of the word for all the wordlists used. This is

clearly seen in �gures 2 through 5 as well. This is an important feature, and

is also observed in the human data. We will discuss this later in the paper.

An interesting aspect of the ambiguity curves concerns the e�ect of word

length. If we plot the value of the minimum ambiguity near the middle of the

word as a function of word length, as done in Figure 7, we see that ambiguity

increases with word length up to a maximum value for word lengths of 8 to

10 letters, depending on the corpus, and then decreases again. This behavior

is a consequence of the combined action of two opposing factors, the weaker

constraint imposed by the end letters on letters inside long words, making

them less ambiguous, and the fact that there are more long words than short

words. The point where the ambiguity starts dropping depends on the size

of the corpus, and is later for larger corpuses. The curves shown in �gure 7

are for the case for �xation at the optimal location. As the �xation location

deviates from the middle, the cross-over point moves towards shorter word

lengths. This can be seen in �gures 2-5, where the ambiguity curves cross

over each other so that for �xation locations near the ends of the words the

ambiguity is less for long words than for short words. One could argue that

this result may be an artifact caused by, for short words, the letters visible

from the �xation location overlapping the end letters, e�ectively reducing the

number of visible letters. In our analyses, however, we intentionally restricted

�xation locationss to those that did not overlap the end letters.
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***FIGURE 7 GOES HERE***

Figures 8 and 9 show the ambiguity of words in the Kucera and Francis and

in the Tr�esor de la Langue Fran�caise wordlists separately for high and low

frequency words. For compatibility with empirical optimal viewing position

studies we have chosen word frequency classes of 50- 500 per million for the

high and 0.5-5 per million for the low frequency categories. The ambiguity for

words in the high and the low frequency classes was calculated by obtaining

the average of the number of words in the whole corpus that are visually

compatible with each word in the high or low frequency class, respectively.

The low frequency words have atter ambiguity curves, and these lie below

the curves for the high frequency words: letter patterns in low frequency words

are less ambiguous than those in high frequency words. Our intuition that

high frequency words share a smaller set of common letter groupings than low

frequency words seems to be con�rmed by this �nding. Interestingly however,

empirical optimal viewing position curves show exactly the opposite trend, as

seen by comparing �gures 8 and 9 with �gure 10.

***FIGURE 8 GOES HERE***

***FIGURE 9 GOES HERE***
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4.1 Comparison with empirical optimal viewing position curves

The empirical data on the optimal viewing position phenomenon shows a

number of characteristics which can compared with the results of the statistical

calculations performed on the word corpuses.

Before examining the relationship of our statistical data to the empirical op-

timal viewing position data, we must choose which empirical data to use as

a basis of comparison: indeed, the empirical data available in the literature

di�er quite strongly in the degree of asymmetry, the word length and the word

frequency e�ects. It may be that the results obtained depend on factors such

as the language used, the task used to measure the e�ect (lexical decision,

naming latency, normal reading) and the measure being used to determine

the e�ect (number of eye �xations, probability of re�xation, total gaze dura-

tion, probability of correct recognition, etc.). Nazir (1991, 1993) has argued

that, when eye movements are used to measure the optimal viewing position,

low-level oculomotor mechanisms come into play that may a�ect the mea-

sured variables in a way which is not directly dependent on word recognition

processes: the eye may re�xate or increase its �xation durations for reasons re-

lated to oculomotor scanning and not to visual word processing. Furthermore,

as noted by Vitu et al. (1990), tasks such as continuous text reading may in-

volve global eye movement strategies, parafoveal preprocessing, as well as text

comprehension components that mask or modify the recognition processes in-
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volved in recognizing each word. For these reasons, in addition to optimal

viewing position data obtained through eye movement measurements in nor-

mal reading, it may be reasonable to look at data obtained on isolated words

using the lexical decision task in which eye movement characteristics are not

used as dependent variables. But even these data should be considered with

caution, because the particular nonwords used in the word/non-word decision

task may have induced particular response strategies. 1 Finally, it is important

to note that in all the studies on the optimal viewing position, only a small set

of words will ever have been tested. The optimal positions for these subsets

of the lexicon may di�er considerably from the means that would be obtained

if all the words in a lexicon had been tested. In fact, Holmes and O'Regan

(1992) and Farid and Grainger (1996) expressly manipulated the morphologi-

cal structure of words and their orthographic constraints and found systematic

deviations in the location of the optimal viewing position. Overall, therefore,

1 The time to accomplish a lexical decision task is, of course, less directly linked to

ambiguity than would be a word recognition task, since, depending on the particular

word and non-word sets used, response strategies might be used by subjects which do

not require full word recognition. However, in the particular experiments considered

here, the incidence of such strategies was probably reduced by the fact that non-

words only di�ered from existing words by a change in a single letter or in two

letters. We also feel justi�ed in using this measure because in the literature on word

recognition, lexical decision is generally highly correlated with other measures such

as naming latency and recognition accuracy.
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it will be best to compare our ambiguity data with a variety of empirical stud-

ies of optimal viewing position data: those obtained using lexical decision on

isolated words without eye movement measures (O'Regan and Jacobs (1992,

experiment 1); Nazir (1993); Nazir et al. (in press)), as well as those using eye

movement on isolated word reading (O'Regan et al (1984); Vitu et al (1990)),

and on text reading (McConkie et al. (1989); Vitu et al. (1990); Vitu (1991)).

4.1.1 U-Shape of optimal viewing position curves

***FIGURE 10 GOES HERE***

The most striking characteristic of optimal viewing position data, whether

they are obtained from reading isolated words or normal text, and whether

lexical decision or eye movement parameters are measured, is that they are

U-shaped. A typical example is plotted in Figure 10, taken from experiment

1 of O'Regan and Jacobs (1992), which measured lexical decision time on

isolated words. McConkie et al. (1988), O'Regan (1989), Nazir (1991), and

Nazir, O'Regan and Jacobs (1991) all attributed this U-shapedness to the

acuity drop-o� within the parafovea, that is, the fact that at the middle of

words, more letters are seen with high acuity. It is particularly interesting that

the curves of ambiguity we have obtained from the statistical analysis of the

word corpuses are also U-shaped, but not because more letters are seen, rather

because more informative letters are seen. This point is relevant to a study

performed by Nazir, Jacobs and O'Regan (in press) using \buttery" shaped
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con�gurations in which the size of the letters of a word around the current

�xation point were magni�ed so that the letters further away from the �xation

point were actually more visible than the ones that were being directly �xated.

The authors observed that this manipulation removed the optimal viewing

position e�ect for words of length �ve letters, as expected from the view that

the number of letters seen with high acuity is what limits word recognition.

Interestingly however, for words of length 9 letters the buttery manipulation

had no e�ect; thus, as for normal shaped nine letter words, buttery-shaped

are harder to recognize from a �xation position near the beginning or near the

end of the word, even when the other letters are increased in size so that they

were guaranteed to be perfectly visible. This result is di�cult to understand

from a pure acuity based model of the optimal viewing position e�ect, and the

authors were led to invoke a \perceptual learning" explanation in which they

proposed that words are best recognized from a viewing location at which they

are habitually �xated { the idea is that since statistically the eye tends to land

nearer the beginning of words, through perceptual learning this comes to be

the place where it is best to �xate. On the other hand, the present results give

a natural alternative explanation to the data of Nazir et al. If we assume that

words of length �ve letters are a special case, since all but one of the letters will

be perfectly visible, then the result is exactly what would be predicted from a

model such as the one employed here, in which the information obtained from

the word was e�ectively independent of acuity, and depended only on the

orthographic constraints provided by the particular letters that were directly
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�xated (and the end letters of the word).

While the present four-letter sampling model of recognition accounts for what

would otherwise be a puzzling result in the case of the buttery-shaped nine-

letter words, other results show that acuity probably must be playing a role.

Nazir, Heller and Sussman (1992) manipulated the spacing between the letters

of words and observed that the shapes of the optimal viewing position curves

for seven and nine-letter words were modi�ed in a way which was predictable

from acuity considerations.

In summary, whereas previously the U-shape of the optimal viewing position

curves was assumed to be caused by the way acuity drop-o� a�ects the number

of letters that can be seen, the present analyses show that it may be not

the number but the choice of letters that are �xated directly that plays the

essential role in making the middle region of the word the most advantageous

for �xation. Extensions of the present simple model, in which more than just

two letters are assumed to be visible, or in which letter confusion probabilities

are taken into account, or �nally in which word length information is assumed

to be less reliably known, may provide a signi�cant improvement over the pure

acuity-based explanation of the optimal viewing position e�ect.

4.1.2 Asymmetry of optimal viewing position curves

***FIGURE 11 GOES HERE***
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As seen in Figure 10, the optimal viewing position curves are asymmetric, with

their minima systematically displaced left of the center of words. In addition,

the slopes of the left and right branches of the curves are di�erent, with the

right branch being steeper. Both these aspects of the curves are precisely what

is found in our curves of the statistical ambiguity measure.

For better comparison of the empirical curves to statistically measured am-

biguity measures, Figure 11 plots the interpolated position of the minimum

of the optimal viewing position for the O'Regan and Jacobs (1992, Expt 1)

as well as the four other experiments (Nazir et al. (1991), lexical decision

task with isolated word; McConkie et al. (1988), re�xation probability in text

reading; Vitu et al. (1990), re�xation probability in isolated words and in text

reading). Depending on the study, the exact position of the optimum varies

somewhat, but in all cases, it tends to be a fairly constant amount to the left

of the middle of the words, just as in the statistical ambiguity measures. Only

in McConkie et al.'s (1988) study was the optimal position slightly to the right

of center.

It would appear, then, that the left/right asymmetry for optimal viewing po-

sition curves that would be predicted purely by invoking orthographic con-

straints as a mechanism would have many similarities to the empirically ob-

served data, which is generally to the left of center, but to di�erent degrees.

As noted above, several factors may contribute to the variability of the em-
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pirical data: the reading situation (isolated words or continuous reading), the

response measure used { lexical decision, naming latency, eye movements), the

subset of words used for the tests. Further work is necessary to see whether

such factors, when added to the simple four-letter coding hypothesis consid-

ered here, su�ce to explain the data patterns. However it may be that other

factors will also have to be incorporated into a more sophisticated model:

left/right asymmetry in acuity, hemispheric di�erences in the brain, left-to-

right processing strategies in lexical access, processes of morphological decom-

position, and perceptual learning.

4.1.3 E�ects of word frequency

For word frequency a very clear di�erence is observed between the empirical

optimal viewing position curves and the ambiguity curves: whereas the empir-

ical optimal viewing position data show that low frequency words are harder

to recognize than high frequency words, the ambiguity data show the opposite.

The di�erences between the empirical word recognition data and our ambigu-

ity analysis as concerns the e�ects of word frequency show that factors other

than orthographic constraints are at work in determining empirical lexical de-

cision latency and time to recognize a word. Most models of word recognition

(cf e.g. Carr and Pollatsek, 1985; Jacobs and Grainger, 1994) assume that

letters and words having high frequencies of occurrence receive more weight

in the decision process (or correspond to processing units having lower �ring
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thresholds) than letters and words that occur infrequently. This idea is in-

tuitively plausible and reasonable in the context of a learning device, where

there will be more exposure to frequent letters and words. Furthermore the

idea is coherent with the empirical �nding that frequent and short words are

easier to recognize. But the present statistical calculations show that in fact

a Bayesian decision device might not actually have these properties. It would

be interesting to evaluate current word recognition models with this in mind.

4.2 Double Fixations

The longer a word, the greater the probability that it will receive more than

one �xation. O'Regan (1992) has postulated that the second �xation becomes

necessary because of the initial �xation being away from the optimal viewing

position. It is conceivable, however, that the eye is capable of judging the

length of a word before it �xates it. The eye could then use this information

to decide whether a single �xation is su�cient or whether two �xations will

be needed to reliably recognize the word. If it decides the latter, then it will

saccade to a location inside the word which is optimal for the two-�xation

case.

What would be the optimal locations for these �xations? A reasonable strat-

egy is to �xate the word in two di�erent locations spaced apart and in the

interior of the word. While data on the optimality of the locations of multi-
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ple �xations (in terms of maximizing recognition performance or minimizing

gaze durations) does not appear to have been published, some studies have

noted the actual locations of the �rst and second �xations on words that are

multiply �xated (e.g. O'Regan (1992)). Here it is generally found that when

two �xations occur on a word, they are distributed in a spaced-out way in the

word, that is, if the �rst is at the beginning, then the second is at the end, and

vice versa. Is this behavior what would be expected from lexical statistics?

To determine what the optimal viewing positions are for the two-�xation case,

using our criterion of minimal lexical ambiguity, we performed another para-

metric statistical study. In this study we tabulated the average number of

matches to letter patterns of the form \x1 � �x2x3 � �x4x5 � �x6", where the

locations of the two interior letter pairs were variable parameters. The results

are summarized in �gures 12 through 14. In order to collapse the 2-dimensional

parameter space into a form suitable for displaying in 1-dimensional curves,

we plot the minimum ambiguity over either the �rst �xation location or the

second �xation location.

***FIGURE 12 GOES HERE***

***FIGURE 13 GOES HERE***

***FIGURE 14 GOES HERE***

The results are qualitatively similar to the one-�xation case, in that the aver-
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age ambiguity versus �xation position curves are convex with a clearly de�ned

minimum. The location of the minima as a function of word length can be seen

in the graph shown in �gure 14. Unlike the one-�xation case the optimal po-

sition of the �rst �xation is not near the center of the word, but is shifted

strongly to the left. Likewise the optimal position of the second �xation is

shifted to the right of the center of the word. Note that the slope of the sec-

ond �xation location vs. word length curve is the same as that of the word

center vs. word length line, indicating a true shift of about one letter to the

right of the center of the word. In contrast to this, the slope of the �rst �xa-

tion location vs. word length curve is somewhat atter with the optimal �rst

�xation location lying near the 4th letter for all word lengths tested.

There is an interesting piece of experimental evidence which may lend support

to this analysis. This comes from a study performed by Vitu (1991), who

examined the location of the �rst �xation made by the eye on a word with the

aim of determining whether there is a center-of-gravity e�ect in reading. The

center-of-gravity e�ect (see for example, Coren and Hoenig (1972) or Findlay

(1982)) refers to the tendency of the eye to move to the center-of-gravity of a

stimulus array when saccadic latencies are very short. Vitu's idea is that the

reason the eye moves to the center of a word is not that it is optimal for some

reason, but that is attracted there due to the center-of-gravity e�ect. In the

�rst experiment described in Vitu (1991) there is a shift (roughly following the

center of the word) in the landing position going from 5 letter words to 9 letter
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words, but there is no shift from 9 to 13 letter words, staying on the average

at a location between the 3rd and 4th letters. This result can be explained by

our theory as it predicts a linear increase in the shift of landing position with

word length up to 9 letters or so. For longer words, one could hypothesize that

more than one �xation will be made. In this case the optimal landing position

is seen to lie around 3.5 to 4 letters and is only weakly dependent of word

length. This suggests that the observed �xation patterns observed in Vitu's

study might be due not to the center-of-gravity e�ect, but to the eye seeking

out the optimal initial viewing position for multiple �xations.

5 Discussion

In this paper we have proposed an explanation of the optimal viewing position

e�ect observed by O'Regan et al. Instead of appealing to the idea that the

e�ect is related to the fact that �xating near the middle of words allows the

maximum number of letters to be seen with the maximum visual acuity, our

explanation is instead based on orthographic constraints. Assuming that only

a few letters of a word are used to establish the identity of a word, because

of orthographic constraints, surprisingly reliable recognition can usually be

obtained if the eye is placed just left of the middle of the word.

But then what happens when the word is not uniquely identi�able? The dif-

ferent word candidates compatible with the sampled information may com-
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pete with each other in the way proposed in many connectionist models of

word recognition (e.g. Grainger and Jacobs, 1996). In this process, contex-

tual constraints deriving from the semantic and syntactic context of the word,

as well as possible parafoveal preview information obtained about the word,

may help one word more than the others, and recognition may ultimately

ensue, although after a delay depending on the ambiguity of the information

available.

Another possibility is that an eye movement may occur, leading the eye to

another position in the word, from which further information can be sampled,

allowing the word to be disambiguated. Legge et al. (1998) have modeled

the re�xation process from an ideal observer point of view similar to the

view taken here, and shown that eye movement patterns generated by such a

scheme resemble those that are found in real reading. However, the sampling

scheme Legge et al. used did not involve the particular end-letter and length

information code we have assumed in our model. Nonetheless, such ideas are

compatible with a number of �ndings (eg. McConkie et al. (1988); Vitu et

al. (1990)) showing that there is a greater tendency for the eye to make a

second �xation in a word, as its initial location in the word deviates from the

optimal, (just left of) center position. The inuence of contextual information

is also suggested by Vitu et al.'s �nding that the probability of re�xation on

a word was much less (25% vs. 75%) when the word was embedded in text

than when the word was isolated. The model proposed here is of course an
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extreme simpli�cation. Subjectively, when you �xate in a long word, you feel

you can clearly see two or three letters at the �xation point, the end letters, and

additionally some other cues in the word, such as the presence of distinctive

letters like "o" or "l", and the presence of ascending and descending elements.

Thus our estimation here of the information available from a simple four-letter

code is certainly a signi�cant underestimation of the available information:

undoubtedly in real word recognition, people use more than the two letters

that they are directly �xating, the length of the word, and the end letters

of the word. What is extremely surprising, then, is that even assuming only

this very small amount of information, the word can very often be uniquely

identi�ed, provided �xation is placed at the optimal location.

Word recognition is no doubt a much more complex operation than our model

implies, and depends on many factors which we do not address. Many of these

factors could a�ect word recognition performance in a �xation location depen-

dent manner, and would thus inuence the optimality of a viewing position.

The simple 4-letter coding model we have proposed is not meant to be a real-

istic word recognition scheme, but an upper bound to such a scheme. The fact

that it predicts many aspects of the optimal viewing position curves shows

that the othographic constraint principle underlying our scheme may be a

strong contributor to the optimal viewing position e�ect. It is clear however

that a more realistic word recognition model would incorporate the sampling

of letter information from more than just the four letters considered here, and
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would additionally involve disambiguation mechanisms making use of con-

textual constraints. The model presented in this paper is another step along

the road of quantifying the e�ect of within-word lexical constraints on word

recognition.
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6 Appendix I: Statistical Measures of Ambiguity

Our hypothesis as to the source of the optimal viewing position e�ect states

that the optimal viewing position is that which minimizes the ambiguity due to

the partial letter identity information available at the �xation location. In this

appendix we quantify the notion of ambiguity, and provide statistical measures

of ambiguity that can be used in empirical analyses of lexical structure.

Our model of word recognition supposes that readers recognize the identity of

letters at the ends of words and a number of letters at a �xation location in

the interior of the word. The identities of the remaining letters in the word are

assumed to be left undetermined. We further assume that the �xation location

is such that the range of letters recognized at �xation do not overlap the end

letters of the word. The word length is also assumed to be known. Thus,
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for words of length L the interior �xation location can lie in the range x 2

[1+(s+1)=2; L�(s+1)=2], where s � L�2 is the number of letters recognized

at the �xation location. For a given word length L and number of interior

letters recognized s, each �xation location x admits a set of letter patterns,

P(x;L; s). For example if L = 4 and s = 1 there are two possible �xation

locations and two sets of letter patterns: P(3; 4; 1) = f(aa*a),(aa*b),...,(zz*z)g

and P(2; 4; 1) = f(a*aa),(a*ab),...,(z*zz)g, where � indicates that any single

letter can occur in this location and match the pattern.

For a typical extensive list of words, or dictionary D, there will be many

patterns p 2 P(x;L; s) which match multiple words w in the wordlist. Such

patterns are therefore ambiguous. As a measure of ambiguity we can use the

average number of matches per pattern.

The average number of matches per pattern could be computed by counting

the number of words matching a given pattern and then averaging this value

over all patterns found in the lexicon (patterns not found in the lexicon will

obviously have no words that match it). In a straightforward implementation

this would require that every word in the lexicon be matched against every

pattern, which can be a computationally expensive exercise. Fortunately, a less

computationally demanding method can be used, as follows. Let N(pi) be the

number of words w 2 D which match a pattern pi 2 P(x;L; s). De�ne Np to

be the number of patterns in the set of patterns P(x;L; s). Clearly, Np = 262+s

for all values x and L, since the identity of 2 + s letters are speci�ed in each
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pattern. Let N be the total number of words of length L in the dictionary

D. It is seen that N =
PNp

i=1N(pi), since the patterns are mutually exclusive.

The average number of matches is then given by A = N

Np

. This expression

requires only counting the number of letters of length L in the lexicon, and

enumerating the number of distinct patterns. This can be done in a single pass

over the �le, and was actually implemented using a Unix shell script, rather

than a C program.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Illustration of a simple approximation of what the eye can see when

it �xates, A: near the middle of the word \undergraduate", and B: nearer to

the beginning of the word. On the right are shown the words in an english

lexicon (Webster's dictionary) that are compatible with the visual information

assumed to be available. The example given here is a word having a complex

morphological structure. The morphology of a word is correlated with the

statistics of the lexicon, and will inuence the number of candidates that

are generated by our coding scheme. However in our model, we assume no

independent morphological parsing mechanism.

Figure 2. The ambiguity for patterns de�ned by the �rst letter, last letter and

an interior letter pair, as a function of the position of the �rst letter in the

letter pair. The di�erent curves represent di�erent word lengths from 5 to 11

letters. The ispell word list was used to generate this graph.

Figure 3. The ambiguity for patterns de�ned by the �rst letter, last letter

and an interior letter pair, as a function of the position of the �rst letter

in the letter pair. The di�erent curves represent di�erent word lengths. The

Webster's word list was used to generate this graph.

Figure 4. The ambiguity for patterns de�ned by the �rst letter, last letter and

an interior letter pair, as a function of the position of the �rst letter in the

letter pair. The di�erent curves represent di�erent word lengths. The Kucera
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and Francis word list was used to generate this graph.

Figure 5. The ambiguity for patterns de�ned by the �rst letter, last letter and

an interior letter pair, as a function of the position of the �rst letter in the

letter pair. The di�erent curves represent di�erent word lengths. The Tr�esor

de la Langue Fran�caise word list was used to generate this graph.

Figure 6. The (interpolated) location of the �rst eye �xation that yields the

minimum average ambiguity in the case of recognizing interior letter pairs. The

�xation location is taken to be halfway between the letters in the letter pair.

Shown are the results as a function of word length for the ispell, Webster's

and Kucera and Francis (with and without frequency weighting) word lists.

Figure 7. The value of the minimum ambiguity as a function of word length.

Figure 8. The ambiguity curves for the Kucera and Francis wordlist separated

into high and low frequency categories.

Figure 9. The ambiguity curves for the French wordlist separated into high

and low frequency categories.

Figure 10. Data from O'Regan and Jacobs (1992) showing the time it takes to

decide whether a string of characters appearing at di�erent positions relative

to the eyes' �xation point is a word or not. In the experiment, the eye �xated

in the gap between two vertically aligned line segments in the middle of the

screen. After 500 ms the lines disappeared and the test word or nonword
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appeared. The word or nonword was laterally displaced in relation to the gap

in such a way that when it appeared, the eye was �xating one of �ve positions

de�ned over the length of the stimulus. Curves are shown for the recognition

of words of low and high frequency of occurrrence in the language, and each

group of curves corresponds to words of length 5, 7, 9, and 11 letters.

Figure 11. The interpolated position of the location where ambiguity is the

smallest, or for the empirical studies, where the dependent variable (percent

correct, lexical decision time, re�xation probability, etc.) is at its minimum,

as a function of word length.

Figure 12. The minimum (over locations of the second �xation) average num-

ber of interpretations of a pattern given two �xations of the eye on the word, as

a function of the location of the �rst �xation. At each �xation a pair of letters

is recognized. In addition, the �rst and last letters of the word are assumed

to be known. The Webster's word list was used to generate this graph.

Figure 13. The minimum (over locations of the �rst �xation) average number

of interpretations of a pattern given two �xations of the eye on the word, as a

function of the location of the second �xation. At each �xation a pair of letters

is recognized. In addition, the �rst and last letters of the word are assumed

to be known. The Webster's word list was used to generate this graph.

Figure 14. The (interpolated) location of the �rst and second eye �xations

that yield the minimum average ambiguity in the case of recognizing pairs of
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interior letter pairs.
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the undergraduate found

"u...rg......e":

undefatigable
undelightsome
undeliverable
undemocratize
undepressible
undercarriage
underdialogue
underdrainage
underestimate
underexercise
underexposure
undergraduate
underpopulate
underprentice
underpresence
underpressure
undersaturate
undersequence
undescendable
undescendible
undescribable
undescriptive
undestroyable
undestructive
undeterminate
undethronable
undevelopable

undergraduate
unforgettable

the undergraduate found

"u.de........e":

A.

B.

POSSIBLE

CANDIDATES:

LETTERS

VISIBLE:

Figure 1. Illustration of a simple approximation of what the eye can see when

it �xates, A: near the middle of the word \undergraduate", and B: nearer to

the beginning of the word. On the right are shown the words in an english
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lexicon (Webster's dictionary) that are compatible with the visual information

assumed to be available. The example given here is a word having a complex

morphological structure. The morphology of a word is correlated with the

statistics of the lexicon, and will inuence the number of candidates that

are generated by our coding scheme. However in our model, we assume no

independent morphological parsing mechanism.
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Figure 2. The ambiguity for patterns de�ned by the �rst letter, last letter and

an interior letter pair, as a function of the position of the �rst letter in the

letter pair. The di�erent curves represent di�erent word lengths from 5 to 11

letters. The ispell word list was used to generate this graph.
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Figure 3. The ambiguity for patterns de�ned by the �rst letter, last letter

and an interior letter pair, as a function of the position of the �rst letter

in the letter pair. The di�erent curves represent di�erent word lengths. The

Webster's word list was used to generate this graph.
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Figure 4. The ambiguity for patterns de�ned by the �rst letter, last letter and

an interior letter pair, as a function of the position of the �rst letter in the

letter pair. The di�erent curves represent di�erent word lengths. The Kucera

and Francis word list was used to generate this graph.
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Figure 5. The ambiguity for patterns de�ned by the �rst letter, last letter and

an interior letter pair, as a function of the position of the �rst letter in the

letter pair. The di�erent curves represent di�erent word lengths. The Tr�esor

de la Langue Fran�caise word list was used to generate this graph.
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Figure 6. The (interpolated) location of the �rst eye �xation that yields the

minimum average ambiguity in the case of recognizing interior letter pairs. The

�xation location is taken to be halfway between the letters in the letter pair.

Shown are the results as a function of word length for the ispell, Webster's

and Kucera and Francis (with and without frequency weighting) word lists.
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Figure 7. The value of the minimum ambiguity as a function of word length.
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Figure 8. The ambiguity curves for the Kucera and Francis wordlist separated

into high and low frequency categories.
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Figure 9. The ambiguity curves for the French wordlist separated into high
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Figure 10. Data from O'Regan and Jacobs (1992) showing the time it takes to

decide whether a string of characters appearing at di�erent positions relative

to the eyes' �xation point is a word or not. In the experiment, the eye �xated

in the gap between two vertically aligned line segments in the middle of the

screen. After 500 ms the lines disappeared and the test word or nonword

appeared. The word or nonword was laterally displaced in relation to the gap

in such a way that when it appeared, the eye was �xating one of �ve positions

de�ned over the length of the stimulus. Curves are shown for the recognition

of words of low and high frequency of occurrrence in the language, and each

group of curves corresponds to words of length 5, 7, 9, and 11 letters.
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Figure 11. The interpolated position of the location where ambiguity is the

smallest, or for the empirical studies, where the dependent variable (percent

correct, lexical decision time, re�xation probability, etc.) is at its minimum,

as a function of word length.
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Figure 12. The minimum (over locations of the second �xation) average num-

ber of interpretations of a pattern given two �xations of the eye on the word, as

a function of the location of the �rst �xation. At each �xation a pair of letters

is recognized. In addition, the �rst and last letters of the word are assumed

to be known. The Webster's word list was used to generate this graph.
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Figure 13. The minimum (over locations of the �rst �xation) average number

of interpretations of a pattern given two �xations of the eye on the word, as a

function of the location of the second �xation. At each �xation a pair of letters

is recognized. In addition, the �rst and last letters of the word are assumed

to be known. The Webster's word list was used to generate this graph.
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that yield the minimum average ambiguity in the case of recognizing pairs of
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